


I dedicate this anthology of poems to everyone 

whose death could have been prevented in 

Nigeria, you would never die in vain!

DEDICATION



Gunter Grass a celebrated German writer puts it 

vividly by saying

“The fairy tales are running away.

The spindle doesn't know

whom to prick,

the little girl's hands

that her father has chopped off,

haven't a single tree to catch hold of,

the third wish remains unspoken.

King Thrushbeard no longer owns one thing.

Children can no longer get lost.

The number seven means no more than exactly 

seven.

Because men have killed the forests,

the fairy tales are trotting off to the cities

and end badly”

This holistically shows the case of Nigeria, men 

are killing the forest of happiness and the fairy 

tales of hope is fast dwindling away.Bloods of 

Nigerians are now libations for ethnic 

bigotry,while hope is dead and buried.This has 

become the situation in Nigeria,I hope this 

anthology would make Nigerians think again, 

think about the men killing our forest!The sad 

part is we know these men!
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What are we avenging?

What are we avenging?

The hurt or the rot?

The hurt of disdain and clear plunder by sons of 

the land with cloaks of leadership

Or the rot of a society suffering the damaging 

alchemy of the black gold

Turning our greens black with no repentance

What are we avenging?

Injustice

Perpetrated by us for us

Or damaging consequences of neglect of the 

military aided by oil majors

While we forget in a hurry there is no smoke 

without re

Our vengeance is like seeking the smoke and 

ignoring the re

Our pain caused by us

WHAT ARE WE 
AVENGING?
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Although we blame everyone

Our lips easily speaks marginalisation

While we cannot account for our derivation

What are we avenging?

Destruction! I reckon

While they destroy our livelihood and say it's "we 

we"

We have aided a cycle

Propelled by those that don't know

Us

Representing themselves but they call it our 

struggle

If they are avenging my plight

Why should they steal from me

And rape me, and hurt me again and again until 

I say stop with my amnesty!or contracts

When it ends they will start the rape again.

Is that what you are avenging?

Pls tell me what are you avenging?

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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With hope and hopelessness

We stared in disbelief at

A rupture to deep we can't even feel the texture

Hope and optimism replaced by cynicism I am 

forced to ask where did the cynicism come

From

I year on

We still bite nothingness

The hurt is fast becoming pain

Infact we feel forgotten,while they dance on the 

pages of our dailes

Some say it would get bad before

It gets better

Now it feels like lovers with no love

Drumbeats of chaos,everybody going down

Like an albatross brought down by the Eagles 

bullet

Our lingo has changed

4
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Our values changed too

A leading woman murdered no problems

A woman leader abused protests on the street

1 year

Life is now for rent

The death toll will tell you more

Thousands killed no problem

As long as it the north east

All lives do not matter here

Mine does not matter either

1 year on

The economy cries

Corruption cries

Too

Ination keeps breaking records like an Olympic 

sprinter

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Don't appoint the deeds to your memory council

Don't anoint the pain in the hope of getting 

miracles

Don't wish they would ever come back

Just forgive!

Don't hurt yourself for how scornful they treated 

you

Don't try to re iterate your worth to them they 

wouldn't get it

It's just a waste of time like hoping the dead 

would have a last dance at the funeral.

Don't tell them they hurt you,if they cared they 

would see the pain.

Don't ponticate and hope they would change.

Stop thinking it was all a dream

Don't let their st of hate take the smile of your 

face lled with joy.

You are great,and cool,Stop seeking peace from 

FORGIVE
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those in pieces

Wipe the tears,and walk straight,their emptiness 

shouldn't make you empty

Just forgive!

Even if they come with tales of epiphany

Tell your tales of redemption

Apologies accepted I have moved on

No time to sell your self cheap

Life is quite expensive

In the fullness of time

You would see anew

A bright life with new vista of possibilities

Those that hurt you were part of the journey

Lessons to be learnt on the part of destination

Moving on should be the next chapter

You never read a book by reading 1 chapter

Just forgive and open the next chapter!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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It's been a while after our divorce from reality

After we said we do to illusion

Throwing bricks in a pond we once called 

memory

A delusion we aren't delusional about

We just take it as fate

While we are yearning we feel the pain

While we trod on a road that takes the tar off our 

feet

Every inch we walk the further the journey gets

We know our destination,yet we make the 

journey long

While we are yearning we feel the pain

I have to run off to a place of no return

My heart beating,while its piercing too

In this tidal wave of mystery,I ask would you be 

standing next to me!

In my wanderings while we are yearning we feel 

the pain!
8
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Our dear Nero ddles on

While our Rome burns

As long as he ddles with some people

Others cheer him to ddle on!

Double standards hold sway

In these days

As long as it's in your favour

Don't ask don't tell

Our economy is now a joke

A night of a thousand laughs it's called

The Naira is so ludicrous you think it's ludacris

Don't ask me how low can you go?

Our resilience is corrupted while corruption still 

raises its ugly head

Margins created aided by erce rhetorics

While we ignore the erce urgency of now

Christian south,Muslim north

Marginalisation is the new song in town
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I thought success would ow like the river but 

the owing streams are thoughts of succession.

Boko haram keeps outstanding the book makers

Targets and timelines are all outdated

The Chibok girls are not yet back

They haven't brought back our girls

 In a hurry my people have forgotten

Now we are concerned about the padded budget

Budget padded by men who should shoulder 

responsibility.

It's obvious they have shoulder pads not 

shoulders.

The beat keeps going on

The new refrain is change the change!

If change must come we must stop the abuse of 

change!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Our value,traded like a cheap China in kasuwa.

Our poems don't even get any love from Taruwa

We suffer and smile and give testimonies

When we are handed a percentile of our worth

We praise! Praise our bosses for everything

Paying a delayed salary we praise and say half 

loaf is better than none

Salaries not paid we praise at least I have a job

Assaulted and abused we praise and say 

correction appreciated

 Sexual harassment we praise our bosses and 

say at least I am keeping my job

As we suffer and smile we have become keepers 

of reproach

I bet reproach has never been this safe!

We have become a nefarious needle needling our 

selves

And in all

SUFFERING 

AND SMILING



Our bosses are always doing us a favour

We can't even do them any at all

They are right we are not

They have become tsars of our destiny

While they need us like Rasputin

While we gladly suffer and smile

Pls remember no man is your God!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Certainly absurd

Madness or exaggerated curiosity

Musings and wanderings when uncertain looms 

You doubt,quip,introspect You courage becomes 

shattered

Like an accident scene on third mainland bridge

In uncertainty doubt becomes tormentor in chief

Like the dementors sucking away

Happiness of a prisoner in azkaban

If you stood tall don't stoop

Even if you would, stop to conquer

It may hurt, with the days turning blue

But your uncertainty should make your resolve 

certain. You can't quit now the journey has just 

started.
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Wearing condence like a balaclava With your 

calibrated anger You have doused your dignity 

With fear.

Fear like a ranging bull in your memory shop

Destruction looms, silence reigns

Birds don't chirp any longer

Nay sayer cheer at thy coronation

They call you the tsar of your misfortune

The northern star wouldn't lead you home

Now you have become your adversaries bait You 

wonder if that one star would shine

This darkness perturbes darkness You reckon

But darker it gets you have to hold on!
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She cries in pain while we laugh

She hides the shame that has become our boast

She tries to run, but fear keeps her in our den

With our intent worst than hitler's rot,

We violate her over and over again

Not relenting,we say she is our national cake

While our economy takes a cake walk to chaos

Night and day we do this again, maybe with a 

change in name and creed.

All the same we rape her again and again.

15
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It been a long night Without the breeze from the 

sea

Every night without you

Is like a quarrel between the breeze and the sea

I have not loved you by chance

I have loved without conditions,

Because chance is ckle like feelings

Feelings fade like noonday on the sight of 

afternoon.

But my love is written on the sands of time

In our space there is no law

Our love beyond conviction

Its just you and I

Like mountains and their valleys. With you the 

sun shines brighter

I feel free

like a child on beach. With you it is always 

day,no long nights at all With you God has 

HONEY
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showered grace on me.

I might not have the world

But i have the world in you.

Honey you are rock upon which I stand.

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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A feeling of darkness is all I know

My weakness has become my friend Twists and 

turns,ups and down Wavering my condence 

like a pendulum swing.

In my silence I raise my voice

May my light come

I see peace drapped in chaos

My confusion is my conclusion To this song of 

lamentation

Carefully written by niggling temptations

Enveloping my heart like a buttery in its 

cocoon. With this sweltering heat i feel in the 

cold.

In my silence i raise my voice

May my light come.

These challenges challenge me

This faith is now my fate

This heart is now a door open to certain 

18
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uncertainties

This battle is now my war To ght with hope, fair 

and square To bear no grudge with circumstance

I will push ,much more than before

In my silence,i will raise my voice

May my light come.

Its dawn, I lay on hope.

Hoping in hope, Wrestling the vestiges of pain

I have won the war

,

My dreams meet reality

.

I hold my peace because

I know peace.

My journey in pain has become my reign

Now I raise my voice,not in silence anymore.

My light has come

19
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You will nd your peace not in the shadows of 

yesterday but in the struggles of today

Toiling through this geographical jungle of 

villians scampering for a living in this tight 

space and time.

Life will become the greatest teacher and you 

will learn the solitude in pain,

Your heart will be a canvass painted with the 

contrasts of life

In the heat of crumble, it would get hotter

Burning with a glow that will make shedrack 

fret.

You will learn that silence is the distance 

between thought and action,

In this phase you will understand that true gold 

does not glitter,love does not judge and kindness 

will be

divine

YOU WILL FIND 

YOUR PEACE
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May you understand that a gentleman's 

agreement are not made by gentlemen

May you understand that trust is so expensive 

and sacrice is an oath taken by the great.

May you understand the ckle nature of feelings 

and the resolute nature of choice,

May you understand that the fear of your tongue 

is the beginning of wisdom and your silence your 

ticket to

peace

 In the midst of life's rumblings and chaos lies 

your peace nd it my friend.

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Don't quit because its bleak

Or bale because you are weak You may be a 

wreck

Just look further

Smouldering pain making your heart shudder

The noise of pain has grown louder

The one you love the most has made you a loser!

Just look further

Are you blue from his blues

Have you been left high and dry

Do you cry so hard that your tears dry

Is it so bad that you seek and you can't nd

Look further and don't say regret

Continuous gaze at the future makes it grand

Look further,everything good will come!

22
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The state of all states
A state of confusion or peace
A state of virtue or vice
A state of strife or tranquility
A state of free for all wrangling's or court orders
A state of chaos in schools or religious 
expression!
A state of sanity or insanity
A state of transparancy or corruption
A state lled with potential or a dearth of 
efciency
A state of anarchy for workers or a state 
governed by the workers governor.
A state where there is welfare for civil servants 
or the servants become civil from hunger.
A state of infrastructure or in need of economic 
restructure!
State of Osun
A state in a state
A state of thoughtfulness or thoughtlessness

23
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With our verbal machete

We hack humility to death

So concerned with an ego

Ranging with genocidal air

This is cleansing of common sense

A replica of the assault on Srebrenica

Yet we defend our verbal Srebrenica

By calling everyone rude

Brashness unparalleled

Like a car without brakes

Everything in our way doesn't count

Our societal status matters more

Like a brave coward!

We scream even when we are wrong?

Do you know who I am?

Sir I know you not

Peace!

24
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A long journey that snakes round the world

These days I only say it but I don't see it.

These days I am a dreamer

But my dreams aren't meeting my reality

Feels like taking a picture and getting the 

negatives

I ponder

can what I see be called peace?

Can the cleansing in bama be called peace?

Is Srebrenica peace?

Is dafour peace? Was Rwanda peace?

Can the displacement of millions in The north 

east be called peace? Was nice peace?

Can peace be the destruction of various clan at 

the Bataclan?

Can Charlie hebdo be called peace?

All I see is the ranging re from the North to 

south

25
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While the west hoists its populism ag?

They are not us We want our country back

Brexit is now a city in the sceptical europe

Is this peace?

Is strive in the name of religion peace?

I thought religion should bring cohesion

But now religion thrives on the mantra of 

separation

In my musings I ask what is peace?

What can be called peace

Politicians building walls

When they should be building bridges

Souls of men traded for political gains?

Moral defence of war everywhere

Gymnastics of promises

More important than polices To help the people

My cosmic condence is weaning

All I see is hatred speaking

I don't see peace at all

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Is it a play on my faculty

Our commonwealth is stolen

Served in token while people

Suffering

The vultures left over have become the people's 

meal A tasteless meal

Like a sour soup without salt

The people are served the least of the feast

While they feast on

The owners of the wealth keep having ts

The drums of Ekiti kete don't beat anymore

Their songs of Mbari mbayo don't play anymore 

Ayo is now a journey so far the people

Their thirst for redemption is so great that the 

ikogosi can't quench it

But they say it's stomach infrastructure

While the infrastructure of the mind suffers.

Ekiti rise again

27
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Omo owa, Omo ekun

My people,my people!

All I see is deceit in your eyes

But you say you love the people

But all I see is love for yourself

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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You think I am jealous
Jealous of the love you never gave
Jealous of when you let me in the cold
The hailstorm you let me in
The heartbreak you left me
The souvenirs of pain you left me
Jealous of the excuses on date nights
That religion and race set us apart
Jealous that it wouldn't work was the tag line
Jealous of when i ask to see you and you say 
your boyfriend wouldn't let you.
Jealous of when you drum your boyfriend so 
loud you cannot hear my ukelele
Jealous that I said I would walk through hell 
with you and you said no
Jealous I said I would stand by you even when I 
can't be on my feet because you had knocked 
me down
Jealous! I am not jealous,just wish you the best!

JEALOUS!

29
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If Liberty is crime

Then how can we be free

If Bridget was killed in the name of religion

Does it mean God is violent?

No!

It means fanaticism has replaced the love for 

God.

While she was beheaded we keep quite

No laws

No civil rights

No sense and sensibility

No protests

No money involved so why should we stand

Bridget wanted all of us to be pershmega's to her 

intifada of injustice

We move on like nothing happened

We betrayed bridget and now we hope to sleep 

like a baby while Bridget's soul won't sleep,

30
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She cries every night!

Because we have become demons in her broad 

day light

We all killed bridget

Mad mutually assured destruction 

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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CORRUPTION IS 

NOT STEALING

Corruption is not stealing

It is a daring,it is another aspect!

Corruption is different

Although 400bn Naira every year goes to corrupt 

account

Although over 10 trillion dollars have been 

looted!

That's not stealing

Corruption and stealing reminds me of the yam 

and the goat!

Corruption is not stealing

Title!The church should speak!

If the church is quiet as injustice

Pervades the society then what's the duty of the 

church?

32
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They call it indiscriminate demonstration

But it's so difcult for them to come to terms 

with their conscience

We have become migrants in this sinking 

Mediterranean

Our wounds breeds maggots while the 2nd 

amendment smiles

Ofcers would shot anything black

They once said a man had a weapon

When asked further they said his mouth

Police ofcers call us nigger and it's not racial

Funny enough some of this ofcers are black

As long as black ofcers wear the uniform they 

see other blacks as enemies

Is it a spell?

Or selective Amnesia

Or colour amnesia?

Perhaps blacknesia?

33
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As we wait on the boulevard of justice

They wait is long like a bus that would never 

come

But Dr king has taught us to wait

The erce urgency of now

The list goes on from

The dates we won't forget

April 30, 2014: Dontre Hamilton (Milwaukee)

July 17, 2014: Eric Garner (New York)

Aug. 5, 2014: John Crawford III (Dayton, Ohio)

Aug. 9, 2014: Michael Brown Jr. (Ferguson, 

Missouri)

Aug. 11, 2014: Ezell Ford

Aug. 12, 2014: Dante Parker (Victorville, 

California)

Nov. 13, 2014: Tanisha Anderson (Cleveland)

Nov. 20, 2014: Akai Gurley (Brooklyn, New York)

Nov. 22, 2014: Tamir Rice (Cleveland)

Dec. 2, 2014: Rumain Brisbon (Phoenix)

Dec. 30, 2014: Jerame Reid (Bridgeton, New 

Jersey)

March 6, 2015: Tony Robinson (Madison, 

Wisconsin)

April 2, 2015: Eric Harris (Tulsa, Oklahoma)

April 4, 2015: Walter Scott (North Charleston, 

South Carolina)

April 19, 2015: Freddie Gray (Baltimore)

The list goes on

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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In a hurry we think these are just names,No! 

These are lives

These lives matter
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We are left stone cold

Numb and lifeless

Like Soyinka without a pen

Their hurt precise like a cobra's strike

They have taken our pride and imprisoned it 

with promise With their mouth they build 

bridges where they are no rivers

While our harmattan of discontent continues

They say they are different,Alas the y are more 

indifferent to our pain

All they do is change clothes,

Hide the dagger well this time To strike after we 

vote them in With their Cheshire grin

They say the government is for the people

Sufferings and killings continue

Their indifference continues

The government is for the government in truth

It's a leap cycle, soon again

36
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In their cloaks of religion or restitution

They play their tunes of macabre

And we dance to it again

Because it's coated with promise

Feels like drinking venom with sugar

.

Sad as it may seem it's a four year spell

Are you ready to break it!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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We all killed Eunice

We all saw injustice and keep quite!

We all saw bigotry and cheered!

Eunice hurt no one all she professed was her 

faith

But the fate of bigotry held sway

While Eunice professed God another bigot in the 

name of God chopped off her head!

Is God violent?Can you preach hate and say you 

love God?

Questions that never ends

After series of arrest without prosecution and 

condolence visits

It's all over but nobody cares about how Eunice 

Olawale's family is keeping

Do we care about anything?

38
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They wail so loud I can't hear them

Their words very incoherent like a Metallica 

concert

They leave Ebola like impact on society

With their misinformation

So poignant like a virulent strain of gumboro 

disease in a pen house

They wouldn't move and wouldn't let you move

As long as you are in their camp you are always 

right

The degree of currency determines their wailing

They wail anywhere,anytime,anyhow,anyway

And most importantly their wailing deles the 

conduct of the lacrimal gland

The wailing or lacrimation is of biblical 

proportions

Hence I call it Naira- driven lamentation

These people are our political gladiators and 
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analysts

Our revolving political paradigm in hinged on 

their greed and sentiment driven acrobatics

They wail so hard but forget to wail about our 

economic obituary

Which their wailing had nailed the cofn on.

I don't listen to them

Because their wailing is like an obeisance to the 

god of loot "Riba”

When they adorn our dailies with opinions

It always feels like a a coup d'etat on common 

sense

Wailing wailers who has your wailing helped

Not me!

Awon Elekun eke!

(Crocodile tears)

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Our moral mace is living in a mace

Sometimes dire and painful

I can't understand like a stream with no water

With streams of excuses,mostly invalid

But who am I to speak

He is my lord!

Innocent citizens beg for justice

That is delayed because my lord

Might be at his excuses again

And beat goes on like an 80s disco scene

The toilet is bad case adjourned!

No light case adjourned!

I need to see my wife case adjourned!

I want to eat case adjourned!

No toilet roll case adjourned

The air freshener is the one I want case 

adjourned!

Court clerk not smiling properly

41
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Case adjourned!

I don't like the plaintiffs face case adjourned!

My lord knows how to adjourn and adjournment 

while the innocent suffer with not reprieve!

If you can't serve me justice

Then you are not my lord!

My lord sleeping in a cell for years because of 

your appetite does not add up

My lord,your are the beckon of morality now 

frivolities hold sway and nobody can question 

you

Lord denning I know,who are you my lord!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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Why are simple things so complicated

Most times I wake up sweating

Sweating from excuses that kill no power in 

2017

The dream that become nightmares

The dreams of a glorious future that uncertainty 

helps me shape.

The sickening fact that with so much wealth 

comes so much poverty!

The painful questions that are never answered.

Questions like insurgency,the east and the 

presidents health

The fact that I live in a free country and I am not 

free

The fact that a soldier with a gun holds more 

right than I do!

The fact that we shout one Nigeria but the thick 

lines of stereotypes are drawn in the sands on 

43
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existence!

The fact that negligence kills faster in Nigerian 

hospitals

As I muse all I need are answers!

A R E B E L S S U M M A R Y
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A damn bully A beast of no nation

Burden to all

Stripping lives with pain

Like the tonton macoute in Haiti

Putting dreams down for the count

Putting asunder to body and soul

Bullishly rash,merciless

But we would ght you With adadevoh's might!

45
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Crude and un rened

A rampaging bull in a china shop

Decorated with a disdain for decorum

Speaks hate in a luciferian tone

Yet so quick to call others names,

Mentally unstable like a ferocious jagidijagan!

You can bait him with a tweet,

He doesn't like you,you become fake news

Omashe!oo the free world is lead by a man in 

bondage!

The White House is a man cave!

Policies are made in public

This Leadership needs leadership

All because of ipata ori apata

46
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